
 

Little Ducks Childcare  
 

September/October 

Dear families,  
 
We would like to acknowledge the Jagara people for the land on which we learn and play each 
day.  
 
As term two comes to an end, it brings us great joy to share with you all our KindiCare 2021 
Excellence Award. The KindiCare Excellence Awards recognise and celebrate the outstanding 
early childhood education and care services delivered around Australia that support the early 
learning, growth and development of our children. 

An Excellent KindiCare Rating in the 2021 awards means we are one of less than 10% national-
ly who achieved this rating. Our educators and teachers are so valued here at Annerley Little 
Ducks and we are so proud of this achievement.  

Entering into term 3 we are reflecting upon National Quality Framework area 6; Collaborative 
partnerships with families and communities. We are eager to hear your suggestions for how 
we can work together and build meaningful relationships with our families and community 
members.  
 

We are looking forward to celebrating all of the father’s at the centre 
with Father’s day coming up, and checking in with each other for Are 
you Ok? Day.  
 
Kind Regards,  
Erin Evans  
Centre Manager  

 

35 Waldheim Street 
Annerley  QLD  4103 
Phone (07) 38487688 
Fax  (07) 38486533 

 

 

 
 

annerley@littleducks.com.au 

A note from your Centre Manager 



Upcoming Events! 

 

September  
 

October  
 

 
Father’s Day afternoon tea—Friday 3rd 
 

It would be great to have all of the fa-
ther’s  join us at the centre to celebrate 
Father’s Day with an afternoon on Friday 
the 3rd.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

International Literacy  Day—Wednesday 
8th 
 
Our kindy children will be having a Kon-
nichiwa Kids Incursion to learn Japanese, 
and all children will be listening to and 
reading stories from all over the world.  
 
International Day of Peace—Tuesday 
21st 
 
Children will complete activities aligned 
with this years theme, “Recovering better 
for an equitable and sustainable world.” 
 

World Mental Health Day—Sunday 10th 
 
Children will learn about emotions 
through stories and emotion flash cards 
throughout the week.  
 
Loud T –Shirt Day—Friday 18th 
 
It’s an excuse to wear your brightest 
shirt and raise money to hep give the gift 
of sound and speech to deaf children. 
Gold Coin Donation.  
 
 
UN Day—Children’s Week—Monday 
24th  
 
The theme for Children’s Week this year 
is, “Children have the right to choose 
their own friends and safely connect with 
others. “ 
 
A week full of activities dedicated to chil-
dren, their rights, and diversity of cul-
tures.  
 
Universal Children’s Day— Wednesday 
27th  
 
 
 
 



Five reasons to sing a song 

Healthy goals  
Help to ensure kids are healthy at home and whilst at early education care. 
 
1. Nurture healthy eaters 
2. Provide healthy beverages 
3. Get kids moving 
4. Reduce screen time 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://healthykidshealthyfuture.org/5-healthy-goals/get-kids-moving/  

Singing is a fun and creative way to learn and practice new words, sounds and movement. 

Five reasons you should sing along: 

1. Playing with sounds helps literacy development 
2. Singing helps children learn and remember new words 
3. Having you get involved will boost your child’s confidence 
4. Singing and dancing is a fun way to encourage play 
5. Dancing gets kids physical. 
 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star 
 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star 
How I wonder what you are 
Up above the world so high 

Like a diamond in the ski 
Twinkle, twinkle, little star 
How I wonder what you are  

 

 

https://earlychildhood.qld.gov.au/early-years/activities-and-resources/resources-parents/
talk-and-listen/five-reasons-to-sing-along 



 

Nursery Natter! 
 
 

 
 

 

With the lockdown we had couple of quiet weeks. However the excitement of new 
learning in the Nursery has never stopped. The latest interests have been on bal-
ancing skills, trusting relationships, animal sounds and ball play! The new babies 
Jok, Aayan, Claire A and Claire C have also settled in so well taking part in group 
activities with enthusiasm and confidence. Listening to indigenous music acknowl-
edging the land has become a routine in the Nursery with babies learning the ac-
tions for the Torres Strait Islander song “TABA NABA”.  
 
Ms Rabia has been singing “Inanay Capuana” as a lullaby lately which has practical-
ly made babies go for calm rest times. We have celebrated the happy feet of many 
babies exploring their independent balancing and 
walking skills; they are being offered texture walk-
ing on sensory mats for further sensory neuronal 
input for the insight of their new milestone. Intro-
ducing more art skills with paint brushes, crayons 
and chalk will be focused on incorporating sus-
tainable practices by using Yummies containers 
and boxes for painting experiences to encourage creative skills among the babies.  
 
In the coming months we are planning to scaffold on each child’s confidence in ex-
ploring and engaging with social and physical environments through relationships 
and play. In this endeavour we will invite more educators to the Nursery plus have 
visits to other rooms to expand the skills in building new relationships with more 
educators and peers. Visiting siblings in their rooms will also be in our plans for 
further sense of belonging.  
 
The parents are also invited for music and movement sessions in the Nursery to 
join with Ms Manoja with her keyboards bringing in cultural music to our Nursery 
community. Move and Grove intentional teaching will take place on ball skills in 
August/ September.  
 
New vocabulary around ball skills will be also be introduced through hands on ex-
perience whilst focusing on social skills, encouraging positive self esteem and con-
fidence in taking up challenge. The babies have been demonstrating bilingual skills 
lately.  
 
A big shout out to those families who have shared their home languages with the 
Nursery Community through posters and displays. Our Harmony Wall is expanding 
with amazing family inputs.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

Nursery Natter! 

 

 
We invite all families to contribute to the wall by posting photos of family celebra-
tions/ holidays and child’s emerging interests. Babies have demonstrated a strong 
sense of identity through the visits to these photos and pointing at their favourite 
people in family photos.  
 
For intentional teaching on Health and Safety the Nursery has focused on Fussy 
Eaters, Hand Washing habits and Dental health through fun learning experiences 
such as talking about crunchy munchy yummy colourful food, counting fingers dur-
ing cleaning hands and dramatic play with songs like “this is the way we wash the 
hands/ brush the teeth” focusing on the healthy habits.  
 
Recently we had conversations on all the different types of hair among the babies 
and educators working through a spontaneous sensory interest of a baby who dis-
covered the peers’ hair. Extending on this learning dress up wigs have been en-
joyed by all the babies and they will be offered more dress ups to encourage group 
play scaffolding on community based learning. Learning body parts and visiting the 
body parts through songs will be extended in the next few weeks with enquiry 
based experiences such as “where is doll’s nose?” and also dressing up dolls. Self 
help skills will be further encouraged at meal times, with feeding bottles, packing 
away resources and wearing hats before outdoor play. Looking forward to having 
heaps of fun learning experiences.  
 
The Nursery Team.       
  

 

Miss Manoja  

Miss Chontida 



 

Toddler Tales! 
We thank the Jagera people for the use of the land on which we play and learn each day. 
 
The Toddler room have had a busy ,over  the  last few months. We hope you all have been 
keeping well and staying warm in these last few weeks of winter. We would like to welcome 
Matilde, Oscar and Emily to our Toddler family. 
 
We celebrated NAIDOC week from the 5th to the 9th of July. The theme 
for NAIDOC week was HEAL COUNTRY. We explored aspects of our First 
Nations Peoples culture, creating awareness for their way of life. Our 
activities included reading "Warnayarra, the Rainbow snake", "Fair Skin, 
Black Fella", "Tiddalick," and 'My Island''. We painted boomerangs and 
delved into Indigenous symbols, that relate to bush tucker, foot prints of 
animals, waterholes and meeting places. Miss Lauren set up dot painting 
activity, building alternative ways to explore art. We listened to Indige-
nous music including the didgeridoo and clapping sticks.  
 
To support Torres Strait Island culture, we investigated the coconut - a staple food for their 
them. Miss Di cut some up for our children to try and explore the different texture. We were 
lucky to have Uncle Boomerang visit us and was a fun experience for our Toddlers. There 
were kangaroo and possum furs to feel. We learnt the Kangaroo dance and had fun with 

some child safe boomerang throwing. We learnt “Borobi” means koala 
and “Kakka” is a kookaburra.  
 
For this month’s Sustainability Program we have been looking at ways we 
can Protect our Oceans and Waterways. We set up an area to scaffold 
children’s learning on this topic - placing a tub with a blue sheet to repre-
sent water and filling it with sea animals along with pieces of rubbish al-
so.  
 
On the wall there are real pictures of rubbish in the ocean, turtles with 

fishing net wrapped around them and a fish in a plastic bottle. Our children were eager to 
explore this area with their peers and educators. Through intentional teaching we talked 
about what we could see happening in the pictures and how the animals were feeling. We 
also read “I can save the ocean!” which talked about the importance of throwing our rubbish 
in the bin.  
 
Our Move and Groove Program was Striking a Stationary Object and exploring ways in which 
we can improve on this Fundamental Motor Skill We practiced this through kicking balls into 
nets and striking balls using golf clubs and even pool noodles. These experiences not only 
strengthened children’s hand-eye coordination skills but develop on their sense of control 
and gross motor skills.   
 



 

Toddler Tales! 
 
We also wrapped up our class Insect project that stemmed from children’s emerging inter-
ests. We created an Insect provocation table where there were a variety of different insects 
ranging from big to small, with the addition of a spider or two.  
 
Our Toddler children were fascinated while using our magnifying glasses to find the little 
creatures. As a group we looked at the differences and similarities between the insects and 
spiders, including counting their legs, the differences in colours and patterns, and whether or 
not the insects had wings. We read “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” and extended on this with 
arts and crafts by allowing the children to make their own caterpillars. The children were also 
introduced to the Life Cycle of a butterfly which enhanced their curiosity. Our butterfly wings 
dress-up was a popular choice throughout this period of time also. As an extension of chil-
dren’s learning Miss Di set up a sensory experience including jelly, shaving cream and ani-
mals where the children were encouraged to use tweezers to pick out the frogs and insects - 
building on their fine motor development whilst engaging in a fun, sensory experience.  
 
We have had Marlie, our indigenous doll, visit a few more of our children’s homes including 
Clara, Jimmy, and Micah. We have been eagerly awaiting to see what adventures Marlie get 
up to at home with our Toddies! This has helped build connections with our families and 
bringing a part of their home life into care. 
  
Over the next few weeks we will be working on our language skills, through songs, rhymes, 
stories, building their vocabulary and developing their confidence to build short sentences, 
this also includes their ability to understand and follow simple instructions. If your child has a 
favourite story, rhyme or song, please share it with us. 
 
We will be concentrating on a broad variety of fine motor activities, developing they are cru-
cial milestone that support writing scissor cutting and to be able to perform simple tasks, 
including bottons, zippers and picking up small items. We have two Child interests, that we 
will be planning for, the first is learning about our Bodies, including body parts and health 
and wellbeing. 
 
Cooking is the second interest, we are always spotting them in the sandpit cooking up treats 
for us to sample. We will be cooking a treat every week, cooking. Cooking is a great holistic 
experience to do with children and these are just some of the many benefits , measuring, 
physical skills turn taking, language, learning about healthy food. Being part of a process can 
also help fussy eaters not only try different foods but also 
connect with and enjoy food. 
 
Please stay safe.  
Di and Lauren.  
 

Miss Di  Miss Lauren 



 

Junior Kindy Jumble! 
Miss Sidra has really been extending children’s interest in move and 
groove through stretching & yoga moves in the room which has been 
helping the children to use their limbs, torso, neck and back to move in 
certain positions and also practice deep breathing towards being mindful 
of the way we take in our breath and breathe out. We have also been ex-
ploring certain ways to be part of the ‘My Feelings Matter’ project 
through arts and crafts (doing facial painting, making emotion popsicle 
sticks and using the visual cue cards) and talking about what makes us 
feel a certain way and ways we can regulate our emotions. We also had 

an awesome week exploring the different books and arts and crafts of the Torres Island & 
Aboriginal Children’s week a week ago. We are also focusing on self help skills and have 
started to encourage children to make their own beds before their lunch times so tune in for 
all the fun stories! 
 
Miss Noo has been helping with this month’s focus on striking a station-
ary object, so we have been hanging a ball from a tree to hit with our 
bat! We also loved getting the golf clubs out and hitting golf balls through 
the hurdles! The kids have shown great concentration and persistence 
while developing their gross motor skills and hand-eye coordination! This 
month we have been feeding and playing with our worms as we talk 
about sustainability topics like reducing our rubbish and recycling! Our 
farm is so healthy from all of the food scraps we give it! We love holding 
them and giving them names as they wriggle in our palms! We have also been watering our 

plants because we know just how important they are! 
 
This month, Miss Sarah has  been focusing on using Auslan during group 
times to sing and sign to the "We are Australian song," as well as art and 
craft. I'm still forcing the children to be kind to one another by using kind 
words. We've been reading a lot of books about kindness lately. The children 
have shown an interest in building blocks, so we will continue to do block ac-
tivities to support the children's interest 
Miss Snead has been feeling so magical getting to know the little ones - they 

have quickly found a place in her heart! Over the last few weeks my main focus has been to 
create secure relationships with each of our JK children. However, aside from that, we have 
been reading lots and lots and lots of books and tapping in to our artistic sides by doing 
heaps of fun arts and craft activities. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Miss Sidra Miss Sarah  Miss Noo 



 

Kindy Catch Up! 
Kia Ora to all our kindy Families,  
 
Welcome to yet another lovingly created newsletter from the Kindy room. Thank you to all 
our families for continuing to contribute towards the learning with us. Did you know that play 
gives children the opportunity to develop physical competence and enjoyment of the out-
doors, understand and make sense of their world, interact with others, express and control 
emotions, develop problem-solving abilities and practice emergent skills? Not only this, it’s 
also a lot of fun! 
 
Over the last few months, the Kindy room continued to create a learning environment which 
supports children’s current interests. Treasure Hunt is one of the experiences that was ex-
tended from children’s spontaneous play. The Kindy children participated in the entire plan-
ning process from drawing the maps, getting their backpacks ready, to having proper hunting 
gear, like telescopes and compasses. It was a valuable learning experience, where children 
displayed their creativity and imaginary play, developing self-reliance, problem-solving skills 
and working collaboratively with other children.  
 
Another big event that the Kindy children participated in and engaged with was “Sports Day”, 
which they had been showing great interest in after seeing the Olympics that were hosted in 
Tokyo, Japan. There was lots of preparation to run a Sports Day, which all the Kindy children 
played an important role in helping and supporting each other to make it happen!  
 
The “Happy Farm” is also one of the most popular learning experiences which was initiated 

from children’s personal experiences. All of the Kindy children had input in giving ideas and 

suggestions of how a farm is set up. They expressed a variety of thinking strategies to share 

their ideas of what animals they wanted to put in the farm, the food preparation and farm 

tools that were needed. “Happy Farm” was a very ambitious project as it required various art 

& craft creations to contribute to the setup such as our cardboard cows, Missy and Rainbow, 

which the children were able to learn about the milk production process with, and chickens 

and roosters made from paper which the children crafted, including their eggs to assist with 

learning about the egg production process. The “Happy Farm” is an ongoing learning project 

which we will be linking to future learning topics to provide continuity in the Kindy curriculum.  



 

Kindy Catch Up! 
July’s programs proved to be quite beneficial for the Kindy children, as they focused on water-
ways for Sustainability, striking for Move & Groove, and fussy eating for Health & Hygiene. 
Waterways was a relevant topic for the children as they noticed storm drains in the Kindy yard 
and wondered where they lead, which we were able to answer by researching all about wa-
terways and then how we can protect them to look after the oceans by extension.  
 
Move & Groove, which is always keenly participated in by the Kindy children, focused on strik-
ing a stationary object, such as a ball or a balloon tied to a string. This was to develop chil-
dren’s aiming and gross motor skills, and while the balloon & string setup was available to ex-
perience in the Kindy yard, all children took the initiative to practice their striking skills.  
 
Finally, the subject of fussy eating for Health & Hygiene in July was an important one for the 
Kindy children, since everybody has their favourite and not-so-favourite foods. By reading the 
book called “I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato”, which explores finding ways to turn disliked 
foods into an enjoyable experience, and the children took this method on board for some of 
the healthier Yummies meals and the veggies in their daily fruit & vege platter. 
 
Walter Drew and Baji Rankin (2004) have stated that “When children have the chance to no-
tice, collect and sort materials and when teachers respond to their ideas, the children become 
artists, designers and engineers.” This is particularly evident in the Kindy room as we find chil-
dren are always in touch with the resources required to support all types of play, from con-
struction to creative play, encompassing the indoor and outdoor environments.  
 
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Children’s Day (4th August) was another great op-

portunity for some fun and learning in the Kindy room, as the children suggested some dot 

painting activities and showed interest in using modelling clay to copy some Aboriginal sym-

bols from flash cards. It was a fun-filled day which allowed children to further develop their 

fine motor skills by sculpting clay into complex shapes and patterns to represent the Aborigi-

nal symbol they were copying. The children also imitated the dot and line designs to give an 

interesting and unique decoration for their own names, which they also practiced supporting 

their writing and alphabetical recognition skills.  

 



 

Kindy Catch Up! 
The Kindy room also had the privilege of having Scarlett’s mum Estelle and Lucy C’s mum 
Tracey in for a visit. Estelle shared her profession as a scientist to demonstrate science experi-
ments with us which supported children’s learning in the science area. She also provided 
some interesting science books and a microscope for children to read and play with. Tracey 
taught us about her profession as a physiotherapist (which was a fun challenge for the Kindy 
children to spell!). She showed the children how to take care of their bones and how a physio-
therapist helps people heal their broken bones with a caste, which the children were able to 
assist with the wrapping. This was a great link to our Health & Hygiene learning of fussy 
eating, as Tracey and the children also discussed foods which are good for your body and 
foods that are not.  
 
In other news, we have now begun a new kind of planning in the Kindy room which means 
changes to the documentation and planning processes. As of now, we have started to imple-
ment term planning in place of weekly planning – in other words: everything that one would 
expect to see in six different weekly plans are now consolidated into a single term plan which 
is finalised and approved before the term begins. While this makes the planning process more 
flexible and adjustable for the teachers and children, unfortunately as it will not be further 
edited, those lovely and funny photos of the children will not be uploaded daily to Storypark. 
However, as we understand that these photos and daily updates which were provided on the 
weekly plan are so precious, we have decided to provide weekly recaps to make up for this. 
We thank you for understanding and hope that you can look forward to these weekly recaps 
every Friday! 
 
Upcoming learning projects:  

Sustainability: What is Sustainability?  
Move and Groove: Underarm throwing  
Health & Hygiene: Oral health  
 

We will continue with the learning in “Happy Farm” and “Science” areas, where children are 
still showing their interest in exploring.  
 
With regards from your Kindy teachers,  
Miss Jenny and Mr Tim  

 

Miss Jenny Mr Tim 



Senior Kindy Newsletter August 2021 
 
What an exciting time we have been having in the Senior Kindy room.  Firstly we would like 
to welcome our new friends – Kabir, Rosie and Aisha – they have all settled well into the 
room and are making friendships amongst their new peers. 
 
Over the past few months we have been having lots of fun with sensory play – as this is very 
much an interest of the children within our group. We have engaged in playdough, slime, 
shaving cream, goop, bubbled water amongst other sensory play ideas and the children have 
absolutely loved it. 
 
 
Another area which they are really focusing on at the moment is symbolic drawing – and it 
has been very exciting to see how well the children are progressing with this.  There have 
been some really amazing artwork taking place in the room – and extending on this we have 
been encouraging them to verbally tell us what it is they are drawing – which has been a 
great confidence builder for the children as they all love to come In front of the group and 
share their ideas. 
 
Several children are also displaying an interest in writing their own names – so this has also 
been a focus within the room – and very soon we will begin our sign in cards for their arrival 
– it has taken some time to organise – but we will be starting within the next few weeks – so 
look out for that.  It is a great experience so the children can not only write their own name – 
but they can also further their sense of belonging as they put their photo up on the wall to 
show their attendance. 
 
                                                             

  

 

Senior Kindy news 



Another area where we have been focusing on has been respect for others and understand-
ing and acknowledging fair and unfair behaviour.  Through this we are encouraging the chil-
dren to think about their actions before they “act” and if their actions are “unfair” we will ask 
them to define whether their actions were fair or unfair.  Through this the children are begin-
ning to understand social behaviour and recognise these behaviours.  This will be an ongoing 
process over the next few months. 
 
The children in the senior kindy room are still passionate about doing experiments – so with 
science week just happening – it gave us the opportunity to further their learning in this area 
– exploring cause and effect and also lots of fun experimentation.  I am sure the children 
have been talking about this over the week – as it has been lots of fun. 
 
If there are any areas which you would like us to focus on – please send us a child note or 

come and see us – as you opinion is valuable to us and we aim to work as closely as possible 

with all our families. 

 

 
 

                                                             

 

 

Senior Kindy News 

Miss Leigh Miss Vanessa 



 

Sustainability Corner! 
Throughout our sustainability program over the past few months – we have been focus-
ing on Protecting our oceans and waterways, and this month we have been doing – What 
is Sustainability. 
 
Whilst doing the Protecting our oceans and waterways – the children displayed much em-
pathy and concern about the amount of waste that is currently appearing in our water-
ways and the impact that it is having on our marine life.  We explored ways in which the 
waste ends up in the waterways and ways in which we can reduce this – and the children 
were all very focused on ensuring that all rubbish went into the rubbish bins and not left 
on the ground and consequently ending up in the waterways. 
 
Over the current month we have been talking about what Sustainability means and what 
we can do to create a cleaner and healthier environment.  Through this month we have 
been reusing our recycled items, practicing turning off the taps and electricity when not in 
use, planting new plants, placing food scraps in our compost bins and in our worm farm – 
just to name a few.  Through  and hands on experiences it helps the children understand 
the different aspects of sustainability and explore ways in which they can make a differ-
ence – embedding these important skills into their daily routines. 
 
To extend on this learning – over the next month we will be focusing on our “25 day Sus-
tainability challenge” – whereby we will look at working on one of 25 practices through-
out the month – and ensuring the children are aware of the importance of these and pro-
moting that each of these become part of our daily routine. 
 
If there are any other areas which are important to you or you feel the children would 

benefit from through our sustainability program – please do not hesitate to come and see 

my self or your child’s educators.  Alternatively if you would like to share your families 

sustainability practices from home – we would love to hear about them and share them 

with the other children from within the service.  

 

Miss Leigh 



Move and Grove! 

Miss Leigh 

Move and Groove Newsletter – August 2021 
 
What fun we have had in the move and groove program over the past few months.  We have 
been engaging in striking a stationary object and also underarm rolling.   
Striking a stationary ball is a manipulative skill that involves applying a pushing force with a bat 
to propel an object into the air/across the ground  This is the most difficult fundamental move-
ment skill to achieve.  With this skill the children engaged in a variety of different games, in-
cluding golf, using pool noodles to propel balls, using bats with hanging balls/balloons, kicking 
balls in direction with feet and many more fun activities.  The children did a great job and are 
still displaying interest in using these materials during their outdoor play experiences 
 
Underarm rolling I s a fairly easy propulsive skill for4 children.  A good underarm roll involves 
stepping forward with the foot opposite the ball hand (hand holding ball).  This is followed by 
bending of the knees as the ball hand swings forward in a downward arc to release the ball.  
Underarm rolling is used in games such as bowling.   Through this experience we have engaged 
in bowling, boche, rolling small cars along ground or through tunnels – to name a few.  Once 
again the children have displayed much interest in this and enjoy practicing and improving on 
this skill. 
 
The nursery and senior nursery children engaged in an up and down obstacle course – the edu-
cators set up obstacles such as the slide fort and the dome for climbing whilst working on un-
derstanding the concepts of up and down, whilst they practiced the gross motor skill of step-
ping up and down.  They also used paint brushes and water to move the hand up and down on 
chalk boards to further their understanding of the concept of up and down. 
 
Over the next month we will focus on balancing – this will be incorporating both stationary 
balance where by the body remains in place, but moves around it’s horizontal and vertical ax-
es, as well as movement balance such as obstacles, balance beams, pilates, etc. 
If there are any fundamental movement skills that you would be particularly interested in us 

working on with your child – please do not hesitate to come and see myself or your child’s ed-

ucators.  You input is valuable to us……. 

Thanks  

Leighanne 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Healthy Habits! 

Health and Wellbeing  
 

Over the past few months, as you may have noticed from your child’s program – we 
have introduced a new program to our daily learning – Health and Wellbeing.  
Through this program we are focusing on different areas that are important to the 
health and wellbeing for your child, including mental health, Sun safety, Nutrition, 
etc. 
 
Last month we focused on Fussy eaters –  as we have noticed that there are many 
children within the service who are very particular about what they want to eat.  It is 
normal for children to be fussy eaters – that is, to not like the taste, shape, colour or 
texture of particular foods.  It is also normal for children to like something one day 
but dislike it the next, to refuse new foods, and to eat more or less from day to day.   
 
This all happens because fussy eating is pat of children’s development. It’s a way of 
exploring their environment and asserting their independence.  And it’s also because 
children’s appetites go up and down depending on how much they’re growing and 
how active they are . 
Through this module – we encouraged children to try foods – and that is is fine if 
they do not like it – but it is important that they give different foods a try.  We also 
showed children that they might not like  certain foods – but there are other ways in 
which we can eat those foods, e.g. vegetable muffins, carrot cake, smoothies, etc – 
so that the children are aware that they can still try foods – just a different way of 
eating them. 
 
 
 



Healthy Habits! 

This month we have been focusing on Oral health throughout the centre.  Good oral health is 
vital to general wellbeing and early childhood dental hygiene is a key factor in the develop-
ment of healthy adult teeth.  Many children today spend time at child care settings – so it is 
important that we play a role in implementing good oral health practices. 
 
Through this module we discussed how to brush our teeth properly,  alternatives to brushing 
teeth, e.g., encouraging children to “swish and swallow” to help remove any particles of 
foods that may be stuck in their teeth (when they are unable to brush their teeth), foods that 
are good for your teeth as well as foods that are not.  We have also discussed going to the 
dentist and what to expect when you visit – so the children have an understanding and do 
not develop a fear of going to the dentist when it is the time for then to do so.  We found in 
the older age groups that the children were also to share their own dental visits with their 
peers helping to reassure others. 
 
As the weather is starting to get warmer now, our next module will be on sun safety – to pre-
pare the children for the upcoming summer and helping them to understand the importance 
of being a “sunsafe kid” 
 
If there are any topics that you feel you would like to see incorporated into this program – 
please do not hesitate to come and see myself or your child’s educators – Your input is valua-
ble to us. 
 
Thanks  

Leigh  

Miss Leigh 



 

 

Miss Leigh 


